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There’s a Hole in Our Bucket,
Dear CEO, Dear CEO
I recently invested some time in updating my LinkedIn profile, which
prompted me to revise my job titles/areas of experience to “CEO, Editor,
Keynote Speaker, Customer Experience Management Evangelist (Crusader)
and Sales Futurist”.
realize that “sales futurist” may sound a little
grand, but friends and colleagues who know me
well will attest to the fact that I do in fact spend
quite a lot of time thinking about the future of the
sales profession.
However, I wanted to highlight the “Customer
Experience Management Evangelist (Crusader)”
because it is a commitment that began during the
very early part of my career and has defined the way
I like to conduct business ever since. A crusader?
Definition: a person who campaigns vigorously for
change; a campaigner.

I

6
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Before I share my latest thoughts, I have a two
part question for you: In 2017, how much money did
your company spend/invest in attempting to win
new business? Prospecting? And now the second
part: How much money did your company
spend/invest in endeavouring to retain your existing
clients/customers? I know, these are tough
questions, and you are unlikely to know the answers.
So, instead, think about all the activity going on in
your company last year and I know that you will
agree, “hunting” probably took up 80% of the sales
team’s efforts and “farming” and “fishing” accounted

Editorial

for 20%  or less? And the financial investment split
was probably the same!
What may also surprise you is that between 68%
and 80% of an organization’s orders, in any given
year, will come from existing customers unless of
course, they are selling commodities. There really is
an imbalance there, wouldn't you agree?
Apparently, a commercial relationship is very
exciting at the front end for the seller. They open
doors, they bring flowers, and they send chocolate.
They'd do anything to get the order. But it strikes
me, and we could again use the 80/20 rule if you
like, 80% of organizations believe that once they've
got that first order, then that client is a regular
customer and they don't need to bother anymore
because they'll ring if they need something else!
There was a very interesting survey carried out
by the Institute of Sales and Marketing Management
in the UK 18 months ago. They asked the question,
“Thinking about when you last changed supplier,
why did you do so?” And I think what the Institute
were expecting were quite a lot of answers that
suggested they were offered new, shinier deals or
less expensive deals. But actually, more than 70% of
respondents came back and said it was due to the
incumbent supplier's complacency. They felt
ignored. They felt undervalued and that's the
attitude that is prevailing out there, again I suggest,
in 80% of the cases.
Let’s
be
clear,
“Customer
Experience
Management” is a strategic understanding  not a
departmental name. Most people, in most
companies, don’t think about their responsibility for
providing good customer experience, because they
simply don’t see it as within their remit. Have you
ever seen a job description that contained a
reference to customer experience?
Excellent customer experience demands the
creation of a strong commercial partnership “to
create and sustain a mutually productive
relationship, which serves the needs of both parties,
now and in the future.” The key word here is
symbiotic. Partnership does not mean eliminating

the tension between buyer and seller  it means that
topperforming organizations know how to strike a
balance between achieving immediate results and
developing the relationship fully.
You have by now realized that this is a burning
topic for me and has been for many years. I write
about the huge gap between intention and reality
when it comes to customer experience. I crusade 
yes, there is that word again  on the need for much
greater focus on customer retention. I speak about
the millions of lost dollars in revenue when a
customer or client finally becomes disillusioned with
the lack of interest from the selling company and
succumbs to the charms of a competitor, who
convinces them they are “sexy” again. This crazy
merry go round of commercial illogicality, insanity
and ineptitude is never far from my thinking  it is
shorttermism. “Shorttermism refers to an
excessive focus on shortterm results at the expense
of longterm interests.” The London Financial Times
There is always a penalty for poor customer
relations. It plays its way out over the weeks and
months ahead when people – and those they
influence – simply avoid your firm and vote with
their feet.
And you, can you truthfully say in your heart of
hearts that you believe in the value and need for
everyone in the business to help to build good
customer experiences? If not, then watch out for the
competitor who will figure that out first, or the
person competing for your job who knows that is
how it’s done.
I can only repeat and then going on repeating as
long as I have to, customers are not like tissues, to be
used and then discarded. Any company that thinks
like that will soon find that the box is empty.
n
For goodness sake, mend that bucket!

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here and catch up with the
JF Interview Series here
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Excellence Is a Direction,
Not a Destination
An interview with Sandler
Training CEO Dave
Mattson.

I sat down for a chat with Dave Mattson, the
president and CEO of Sandler Training, to talk
about his new book The Road to Excellence: Six
Leadership Strategies to Build a Bulletproof Business.
JF: The subtitle of your book suggests that this is
a book for leaders who don’t necessarily operate
exclusively in the realm of professional selling. Is
that a departure for you, given the success of your
previous book The Sandler Rules for Sales Leaders?
DM: Yes, it is a departure, but the message here is
really meant for leaders in any corner of the
organization, and that definitely includes the leaders
of sales teams. The key point of the book is just as
powerful for them as it is for everyone else, namely:
Excellence is a direction, not a destination. In other
words, excellence is not something you check off a
list. There’s a clear, definable process for excellence,
and mastering it means, among other things,

8
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committing yourself to the ongoing repetition of
that very process, day after day, month after month,
year after year. It’s never over. It’s how you work
and how you live. It’s a way of life.
JF: Your book focuses heavily on the importance
of gaining buyin and engagement from direct
reports before setting any individual performance
target for them. Why is that?
DM: Because it's much easier if we're all passionate
about the end result. It's a lot easier for everybody if
we can get all our people on the same page, going in
the same direction with the same energy and
conviction, than it is for us to push people
continually, for us to lecture them about fulfilling
corporate goals that they have no emotional
connection to. Wouldn't it be nice if all of the people
on the team were pulling the organization towards
our goal, as opposed to us having to push them?
That’s what engagement does. That’s what tying the
individual’s personal goals to our corporate goals
does. And a lot of leaders miss that. It’s a blind spot.
JF: How did you come up with the concept of the
“blind spots syndrome” – the seemingly small

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

things that business leaders ignore or minimize, but
that can end up threatening or even destroying the
business?
DM: I realized there was a pattern. The corporate
leaders I was talking to kept responding powerfully
every time I would talk about one of these socalled
“small” issues, and they all eventually acknowledged
that they hadn’t realized how much of an impact
overlooking these subjects had on their
organization’s performance. The blind spots I talk
about in the book – not tying personal goals to
corporate goals is one of them – were the issues
that continually came up as sore spots for our
clients. Working with them, listening to their
consistent feedback, and looking for patterns, you
realize that there are a whole lot of issues that may
seem like they can live fairly low on the priority list,
but that really shouldn’t. And what I found was that
the problems these leaders were verbalizing
reflected what was going on everywhere. No matter
where I went or who I talked to – small corporations,
huge corporations, publicly held, privatelyheld,
familyowned – it didn’t matter. The same team
performance challenges kept coming up over and
over again. And they all connected to issues that top
leadership either thought was under control, or
thought didn’t make much difference. So what we're
sharing in the book, this blind spots syndrome, really
is relevant to every business and every discipline.
Certainly it’s relevant to sales.
JF: Which kinds of companies do you expect will
respond most positively to THE ROAD TO
EXCELLENCE?
DM: Entrepreneurial and midsize businesses,
because a lot of times, departmental leaders in large
organizations don't think they are empowered to
take action in certain areas. But as I say, it’s relevant
to every manager. There are parts of this book that
will help you whether you have authority over
everything that happens in your organization or not.

Having a process for making fewer bad hires is still a
great idea, regardless of whether you have the
power to change everything else in your
organization that you’d like to change. Making sure
you onboard people properly and develop them
properly is still a great idea. Having the right metrics
in place to make sure that your goals are being met is
still a great idea. All of those are things that leaders
in any organization of any size need to focus on. So I
don't think anyone who is in a sales or operations
leadership position should think, “Oh well, that's not
for me, he’s only talking to CEOs.” I’m talking to
everyone, because excellence is both an
organizational issue and a personal issue.
JF: If you could point to just one key takeaway
from this book for sales leaders, what would it be?
DM: Easy.
Managers
need
training
and
reinforcement and professional development too,
not just salespeople. That's something that senior
executives too often skip over. They focus on
developing the team, but they don’t always focus
on developing themselves. Sometimes they don't
even attend the training! That undercuts
everything they want the team to do in terms of
improving attitude, improving behavior, and
improving technique. The sales leaders themselves
really need to commit to their own development.
After all – everything starts with you, the leader. If
you are not growing and developing and learning
and participating in the same process your team is,
it’s going to be much tougher for you to manage
the team. It's like parenting. You have to take care
of yourself first before you can focus on others.
That’s not selfishness, that’s good parenting. And
that’s an important principle for sales leaders to
n
bear in mind, too.

Preorder a copy of Dave Mattson’s
breakthrough leadership book The Road To
Excellence, and save 18% off the cover price!
Find out more here
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9 Factors that Create the
“Sales Enablement Effectiveness Gap”
Research has shown that
there is “a massive gap
between the importance
and effectiveness of Sales
Enablement.”

with the differentiators they need to win more
business, and contributing to the drive to reduce sale
cycle length.
In my view there are nine key factors causing the
gap, all of which can be resolved.
1. Content is Misaligned with Sales Process
CSO Insights said, “Organizations that implement a
dynamic sales process and align it to the customer’s
journey have higher win rates and quota attainment than
those with lesser alignment and lesser degrees of
process.”
But what about then aligning content with that
buyer-aligned sales process? Here the results are not so
good. MarketingProfs said “Most companies admit that
there’s a lot of work to be done in aligning marketing
content with sales processes.”

his article explores the nine key factors causing
this gap, ranging from content alignment
problems and lack of executive ownership to
ineffective use of Sales Enablement metrics to drive
continuous performance improvement. Companies
who have resolved these issues have seen significant
improvements in both metrics and sales.
In their 2015 study Heinz Marketing and Highspot
said there is “A massive gap between the importance
and effectiveness of Sales Enablement.” The gap was
affirmed in their 2017 follow up study when they said
“Persistent gaps in content performance metrics, best
practices, and training are leaving too many sales teams
underprepared.”
The good news is that Sales Enablement is well
“above radar,” and is considered very important. I
believe this is due to the promise it holds of making
new hires productive more quickly, providing sellers

T
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2. Content Lacks Granularity
A key objective of Sales Enablement is to provide the
right content, at the right time, and in the right format.
Generally though, content simply tends to be far too
broad brush. The processes that a seller executes
should parallel, enhance, and shorten the buyer’s
journey. Content should, in turn, parallel a seller’s
processes. That means that it must be specific to
buyers based on a number of important factors:
l
l
l
l

The step the seller is executing,
The buyer’s vertical market,
The buyer’s job function
The critical business issues the buyer likely has,
and
l The business capabilities the seller’s products/
services can provide.
3. Lead Generation Content & Activities Directed
to the Wrong Buyers
The A/B Ratio is perhaps the most important

Robert Junke

predictive sales metric. It measures the number of
opportunities a seller has that are “Above the Power
Line” divided by those opportunities where the seller
is “Below the Power Line.” Most sellers have A/B
Ratios that are 1/8 or worse. This translates to them
wasting 40% of their time calling on buyers who cannot
buy.
In most companies this devastating problem starts
with marketing, who inadvertently directs their lead
gen efforts to “Below the Power Line” buyers.
4. Inadequate Coaching by First Line Sales
Managers
The lynchpins in the sales organization are first line
managers. They must execute effective assessment of
opportunities, pipeline management, and metric
analysis to ensure that sellers are executing
effectively. If this is done properly, seller skill
deficiencies, including inadequate use of Sales
Enablement tools, can quickly be identified and
rectified.
5. Appropriate Metrics Aren’t Used to Track
Success & Drive Improvements
Today management struggles with Sales Enablement
metrics, but there are very good predictive metrics
that enable sales management to pinpoint specific
performance anomalies related to each step in the
sales process. This, in turn, enables managers to
determine whether an individual has skill deficiencies,
if a broader content issue exists, etc. The
aforementioned A/B Ratio is such a metric.
6. Comp Plans Don’t Reflect Sales Enablement
Objectives
With metrics in place, the stage is set for aligning
compensation plans with Sales Enablement
objectives. This will appropriately incent sales people
and sales managers to improve execution of sales
skills and better utilize content.
7. Misalignment Between Marketing, Sales, and
Product/Service Teams

According to Demand Gen Reports, “misaligned
organizations suffer from poor communication,
flawed processes, and weak and inconsistent follow
up. Marketsource went on to state that “Misalignment
between sales and marketing is a troubling challenge
for B2B organizations. Fractured relationships, lost
leads and sales, inefficient processes, and lowered
revenues are far too familiar for these groups.”
Particularly as it pertains to content development,
it is also important to align a company’s
product/service development team with marketing
and sales. While marketing and sales understand
markets
and
buyers,
the
product/service
development team best understands the capabilities
the company can provide to help buyers. Including
them in content development is essential.
8. Lack of Executive Ownership
Too often executive stakeholders do not take
ownership – which in my view is more than leadership
– for Sales Enablement results and, therefore,
problems arise such as poor quality content, content
not being used by sellers, late delivery, etc.
9. Technology Delivery Problems
HubSpot reported that 27% of companies still use
email as their primary method to deliver content. If
you are a sales person, try integrating that into your
sales process! A comprehensive technology solution
should support endtoend Sales Enablement
activities, whether it is training, new or updated
solution rollout, precall planning, postcall follow
up, etc.
We have seen companies who overcome these
deficiencies achieve 1,900% improvements in key
Sales Enablement metrics in less than two quarters,
and increase product sales from as low as 207% to as
n
high as 647%.

Robert Junke is the Founder and CEO of
Adventace®. Find out more here
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In sales management, you have two choices. You can develop
your leadership skills to catapult your professional success and
that of your teams or you can continue to perform at status quo.
Today, a company needs every possible efficiency, effort and
effectiveness from its sales management and salespeople to get
ahead and emerge at the forefront of industry. Those companies
that innovate are growing. This toprated two day conference is
jampacked with sales management leadership training to help
drive innovation, by showing sales leaders how to strategically
grow sales.
Whether you have three salespeople or 3,000, an underachieving
team or a sales force that performs well, the competencies
necessary to transform your sales force into a cohesive, over
achieving team are the same. On May 22 and 23, 2018 in the
Boston area, we provide the tools, strategies, tactics, mindset,
knowledge and practice that you’ll need in order to transform
your sales force and grow revenue and profit.

This powerful event has limited seating. Register here

TSW Announces the Return
of Top Sales Roundtables
Every month on the last Tuesday, join a panel
of top sales experts who will be discussing
and debating the hot topics of the day – live.
Hosted by Jonathan Farrington, here is the
schedule so far …
February 27th: Sales Management: Why
such a paucity of unqualified sales managers
today and what can be done to remedy this
malaise?
March 27th: Sales Enablement: Where are
now and where are we headed?
April 24th: The Future of Professional
Selling: Is the end nigh? Who will survive?
Who will thrive?
May 29th: Social Selling: Is it really working?
The panels for each of these events will be
announced shortly and registration will open
on Tuesday February 6th 2018

Dave Kurlan

Shift Happens – A Tale of Two Jims
I was coaching a
salesperson to help him
smooth out some rough
edges.

e needed to become less aggressive, less
pushy, less assumptive, less salesy, and less
obnoxious. He needed a major shift to his
approach. Instead of asking and saying things like:

H
l
l
l
l
l
l

“Wouldn’t you agree?”
“Would you say ‘yes’ to that?”
“If I could do that for you?”
“Does it make sense to move forward?”
“I’d like to do business with you”
“Do we have a deal?”

I wanted him to ask and say things like:
l
l
l
l
l
l

“What are your thoughts about that?”
“You might not agree…”
“Is that important?”
“Why is that important?”
“What’s the rush?”
“Could you share how that issue impacts you
personally?”

He wanted to push, and I wanted him to pull. He
wanted to rush, and I wanted him to crawl. He wanted

to present, and I wanted him to ask questions.
I finally asked why this shift was so uncomfortable
for him. I pointed out all of the things he was so
insistent on doing was raising his prospects’ resistance
and that was causing them to give him objections,
ending each call with a putoff.
I explained that if he could slow down, sound more
human, have real conversations, listen and ask good
questions the calls wouldn’t end on such a bad note.
Shift happens.
He was selling in a way that caused him to feel like
he was moving toward a win. This was the approach
that felt most comfortable to him. Comfortable
became easy. For most salespeople easy is a
combination of making friends, educating, presenting
and quoting. Prospects have no use for this because
they can find everything they need online and a
salesperson that doesn’t provide real value is
redundant. An approach like that, which seems easy
to the salesperson, makes it very difficult to achieve
success.
The change was uncomfortable for him.
Uncomfortable translated to difficult. If salespeople
are willing to take the approach that is more difficult,
then achieving success becomes quite easy. The
difficult approach to selling makes it easy to close. The
easy approach to selling makes closing next to
impossible.
Shift happens.
Jim finally became frustrated enough to try my
approach. First time out? A onecall close. It was a
fluke and it shouldn’t have happened, but Jim got out
of the way and allowed his prospect to buy. It was a
great lesson and proved how easy closing can be if
you follow best practices instead of doing what is
most comfortable.
n
Shift happens.

Dave Kurlan is CEO of Objective
Management Group and Kurlan & Associates.
FInd out more here
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This is How Your Sales Stack
is Ruining Performance
Technology was supposed
to make our lives easier,
and our teams more
effective. Somehow,
however, most sales teams
are still caught in the same old traps as
ever, just with new toys.
e have the ability to listen in and record
sales calls, to record minute details about
every contact, to send messages
instantaneously and search our inboxes for old
messages. We can call up detailed information about
each contact’s preferences, what white papers
they’ve read, and even which competitor’s websites
they’ve visited. We get notifications when they open
our emails, and we might even know what brand of
cologne they wear and when they last bought some.
We literally know what our prospects smell like,
but somehow, we, as an industry, can’t seem to
improve our overall effectiveness year over year.
Is it possible that all the technology we’ve piled
on top of technology is part of the problem rather
than the solution? I think it is, and the data agrees.

W
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Increased complexity = decreased
effectiveness
A recent study from Gartner revealed that sellers
working in organizations with complex “sales
enablement” systems, on average, experience a
lower conversion rate than those that don’t. This is
not how sales enablement is supposed to work!
Part of the problem, according to the same study,
is that as a company moves from low internal
complexity to higher internal complexity, the burden
on sellers increases by as much as 62%. That’s 62%
of time that could be devoted to moving sales
instead of interacting with complex systems on top
of other systems.
In most cases, sales organizations are not taking a
strategic approach to the addition of sales
technologies. Instead, they see a problem and they
seek out a technology to address it. This approach
results in a “sales stack” that truly operates as a
stack, rather than as a coordinated system.
In other words, you end up with dozens of
technologies and systems stacked on top of one
another, through which each salesperson and sales
manager must learn how to use to access the
specific information or function they need.

George Brontén

And the problem is only getting worse, as more
technologies are added to the marketplace daily.
Undoubtedly, more technologies have entered
the industry since the chart was published only a
few months ago, and it’s only going to get worse.

Stop the sales stack madness!
CRM was not built with sales effectiveness in mind. It
was built for note-taking and reporting.
GEORGE BRONTÉN
Organizations are throwing away insane amounts of
money and time at technologies that at best fail to
move the needle and at worst decrease
effectiveness. Then they’re hiring more people to
manage the technologies, adding to the complexity
and the cost burden of the technology stack.
This is madness!
Part of the problem is that the “original” sales
technology, the CRM, was not built with
effectiveness in mind. It was built as a reporting tool
for managers to use to control their salespeople.
And it was designed based on the assumption that
salespeople know how to sell and should only “log
what they have done”. In order to make them work
as effectiveness tools, old CRM systems like
Salesforce at best require plugins and at worst
require costly customization.
But the deeper problem is that organizations are
not approaching sales technology in a strategic
manner. Rather, we tend to buy what everyone else
is buying or that promises to fix a particular problem
we want to solve, without first asking whether the
technology will support our strategy and make it
easy to execute.

How to align your technology with your
strategy
A welldesigned sales technology environment
reduces burden on salespeople, streamlines their
workflow, and makes it easy for them to execute on

sales strategy. In short, it improves rather than
inhibiting effectiveness.
To determine the best technologies for your sales
team, consider where your sales environment falls
on the complexity spectrum. Transactional sales
require an entirely different strategy, and therefore
technology, than complex sales.
Then, make sure the backbone of your
technology stack makes it easy for salespeople to
follow your sales process and access everything
they need in order to do their jobs, all in one simple,
intuitive workflow.
Finally, only add new technologies if your
strategic vision calls for it, and make sure they will
help drive the behaviors you need to succeed. Avoid
the temptation to add new functionality that forces
salespeople and managers to operate out of multiple
systems in the course of a day. Even though they all
“neatly integrate with your CRM” according to the
n
marketing materials.

George Brontén is the CEO and Founder of
Membrain. Find out more by visiting here

The Most-Realistic Way Sales Can
Create Content That Connects With Buyers
You may read that headline
and want to correct it
immediately. Sellers across
all industries have heard
this sage advice for a
couple years now: Sales and marketing
need to work better together to create
sales-ready assets that speak to a target
buyer.
ypically, on a broad level, this advice translates
to sales providing marketing insights that
marketing then uses to create these sales
assets. While bridging the gap between sales and
marketing teams sounds simplistic in writing, it is
anything but that in practice.
The truth remains:

T

l Sellers spend upwards of two days a week

l Lost sales productivity and wasted marketing

budget costs companies at least $1 trillion a year
(101 B2B Marketing and Sales Tips from the B2B
Lead).
These statistics fail to even brush on the alternative
side of how the empowered B2B buyer shops for
their solution, which more or less is autonomous.
These statistics may disappoint any sales and
marketing leadership – and rightly so. But what if
sales and marketing leadership embraced the
realities of how sales and marketing currently work?
What if leadership could leverage the current sales
and marketing situation to their company’s — and
buyers’ — benefit?
According to CSO Insights: “Companies with
dynamic, adaptable sales and marketing processes
reported an average of 10% more salespeople on
quota compared to other companies.”
But how can leadership achieve “dynamic and
adaptable” sales and marketing processes?

creating their own content (CMO Council).
l 6070% of B2B content created is never used —

the most cited reason for why being because the
topic is irrelevant to the buyer audience (Content
Marketing Institute).

16
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1. Sales and marketing still need to collaborate.
Regardless whether part of the sales or marketing
team, each member of an organization is working
toward a shared revenue performance goal.

Jay Mitchell

Likewise, every member of an organization wants
to connect a targeted buyer with the
organization’s solution. To ensure that marketing
and sales agree on these goals and align in their
efforts, bring them together regularly and often.
Invite marketing to support the sales cycle. Invite
sales to campaign planning meetings. In these
frequent interactions, sales and marketing are able
to:
l Agree on important information like the target

organization and buyer personas, assets
needed for the sales cycles and more.
l Encourage each to own their own expertise and
strengths, as well as enable one another to
excel in their strengths.
l Track and measure past and current efforts.
For example, marketing may be creating a sales
ready asset that checks all their boxes but that
fails to connect with the buyer out in the field.
Unless sales brings that feedback to the marketing
team, the issue may never be resolved.
2. Sales needs compelling, relevant messaging to
captivate the target buyer, no matter the
other variables.
Many buyers (8% according to Forrester Research)
believe sellers are selfserving, focused on their
own objectives only. Beyond this already negative
assumption by the buyer, the messaging that
sellers push to buyers leaves a wanting gap in
what sellers expect or need. Now more than ever
— at a time when the buyer has more power than
ever to forgo working with a seller by gathering
information online — messaging needs to be
relevant, compelling and consistent. The messages
sellers share with buyers needs to feel personal —
but that same messaging needs to work across
media, online and inperson. Achieve this by going
back to point No. 1: align sales and marketing,
agree on a target persona, and create consistent
and compelling messaging everyone upholds.

3. Modularize content to make it dynamic and
accessible to sales on a needbyneed basis.
In a perfect world, marketing would create content
that sales would use with the buyer. As already
discussed, this is far from a perfect world. Sales still
often creates its own content – 26.3% according to
CSO Insights. Instead of arguing with this fact and
all the statistics that back it up, let us instead
embrace a compromise, where marketing still
enables sales — yet provides sales the freedom to
create content that is useful, relevant and dynamic.
If marketing modularizes messaging and content,
and sellers have access to that content, sellers can
create materials on a needbyneed basis.
Marketing’s efforts become integral to the overall
success (i.e., revenue performance). The seller’s
efforts exceed the buyer’s expectations. Revenue
performance goals are easily met.
What remains lacking, even with these three
steps underway? A technological solution to bring
these steps to life. One solution we have seen do
this well is Mediafly Evolved Selling™ technology.
They provide a platform for sellers to create and
adjust presentations and materials simply in a way
that makes sense to individual buyers and is nimble
enough to edit and adjust in a cab while a seller is on
the way to meet with a buyer. This technology
brings together relevant research insights and buyer
input and analytics to guide the seller’s content
creation. All in all, this technology helps marketing
better enable salespeople, and salespeople better
connect with buyers.
As you press forward, ensure marketing and sales
are synced on the plan and executing in partnership
with one another. Throw out any idea of a “hand
off” from marketing to sales and, instead, embrace
the opportunity to partner throughout the entire
n
journey.

Jay Mitchell is President, Mereo LLC and
Revenue Performance Advisor & Board
Member. Find out more here
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off promotions.
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significant sales related site – period.

Please email us on advertising@topsalesworld.com to discover the possibilities.

Jim Cathcart

How to Create the Will to Win
Olympic Gymnastic Champion Peter Vidmar told me, “My goal was to train
about 15 more minutes than the rest of my teammates. That little extra
focus over a few years led to some perfect 10s at the Olympic Games.
Perfection does take time… (so) see what 15 (extra) minutes a day can do
for you.”
ere are some ways to increase the winning
spirit in your operation.

H

The Will to Prepare
Most everyone has the desire to win. Some even
have the will to win. But to actually win, they must
also develop the will to prepare. Boxer Muhammed
Ali famously said his fights weren’t just won in the
ring; they were won in the training he did to prepare.
If he hadn’t done the intense and painful training,
he’d have been unprepared to face his competition
and would have lost.
Winners learn to love training. Notice I didn’t say
they love training. I said they learn to love training.
That starts with just showing up and engaging with
the training.
When I’m not speaking or writing, I play guitar
and sing professionally. My wife and I perform

together and with friends about once a month, and I
frequently perform on my own. And I practice the
songs I haven’t performed in a while in order to
maintain my repertoire.
I forgive myself for the mistakes I make in
practice and I keep playing until I get them right. But
during a live performance, any lack of practice and
preparation would quickly show. What are the skills
essential to your success that need brushing up?
Commit to the practice. Set dates and times.
Make an appointment with yourself and honor it,
just as you would an appointment with a prospective
customer.

The Will to Work
My friend Marty, who’s in his mideighties, is a
member of my mountain hiking club. We meet
three days a week at sunrise and hike or run 6
miles up and down the Santa Monica mountains
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near Los Angeles.
Marty’s always there, even when he doesn’t feel
like hiking. He shows up earlier than the rest of us
because he doesn’t hike as fast as he used to.
Of the sixty people in our group, Marty is the
most admired. Why? Because he always shows up to
do the work. He could make excuses and nobody
would criticize him, but he doesn’t. He may still be
on the trail when the rest of us are heading back, but
he completes each hike without complaint.
What’s “the work” for you? Do you show up
early? Stay a bit late if needed? Complete each
assignment fully? Do you learn what you need to do
it well? It isn’t hard to find someone to do the job,
but to find someone who’ll consistently do it well
and without complaint, that’s a treasure!
Don’t just do your work, do the work! Do what’s
necessary to make sure your efforts succeed.

The Will to Change
You didn’t start with the skills you need to win; no
one does. We aren’t “eligible receivers” until we’re
downfield, in the open, and skilled and focused
enough to catch the ball and score.
We accumulate habits and mannerisms over time
and many don’t serve us well. It could be a vocal
pattern or the use of certain vocabulary. It could be
a work habit or a preferred way of doing something.
It might even be our instinctive responses to what
other people do, but somewhere in each of us, there
are traits that get in our way when we strive to win.
J.C. Penney, the famous retailer, once said, “No
one need live a minute longer as he (or she) is,
because the Creator has endowed us with the ability
to change ourselves.”
My mentor and friend, Joe Willard, a national
leader in the insurance industry, says he went from
“eager new agent” to “agency sales leader” by asking
one simple question every day: “How would the
agency sales leader do what I’m about to do?”
By using his more enlightened and successful
future self as his role model, he upgraded every
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action until it started producing successful results.
He quickly became the agency’s sales leader and
then led his entire company.
I adopted that question in my book, The Acorn
Principle, and dubbed it The Daily Question: “How
would the person I’d like to be do the things I’m
about to do?” The more often you ask yourself that,
the more successful you’ll be.

The Will to Resist
As a young salesperson, Mort Utley would join his
peers each morning for breakfast before beginning
their workday. One day, as they were leaving, he
noticed the company’s top salesperson was still
working. So, Mort invited him to join them for
breakfast.
To his surprise, the agent gave Mort a handful of
money and said, “I’ll buy everyone’s breakfast today,
but I won’t join you.” Mort asked why and the agent
said, “It’s less expensive for me to buy all of your
breakfasts and stay here and make sales calls than it
is for me to share a meal instead of doing the work.”
From then on, Mort stayed at work instead of
doing the popular thing and following the crowd.
There are always discouragers who’ll offer
seemingly plausible reasons not to do what you’ve
chosen to do. They say, “Don’t work too hard,” and
“Take it easy,” as if these were important cautions.
Not so: Learn to resist the naysayers and follow the
path to win.
Diminish your time with negative people. Avoid
TV shows, books, and discussions that focus on
people’s weaknesses and cynicism. Resist the urges
that tell you to quit. Take just one more step, one
more call, one more minute of sustained effort.
Resist the temptation to take the easy path.
Nobody gets stronger by lifting lighter weights. As
my colleague Rory Vaden says, “Take the stairs!”

The Will to Persist
Slow and steady wins the race, says Aesop’s fable of

Jim Cathcart

the tortoise and the hare. I don’t know so much
about “slow,” but I can assure you that “steady”
dedication to stay the course and not let up on your
effort is great advice.
Longdistance swimmer Florence Chadwick was
trying to swim the English Channel… a very
ambitious swim! But on one attempt, she gave up
just two miles from the French shores. When asked
why, she explained that she couldn’t see the
shoreline and didn’t realize how close she’d come.
We need reminders, “just two miles to go,”
“three more jobs and we’re outta here!” “call one
more customer before you leave today.” Inch by
inch, it’s a cinch.
You have the same opportunity: you can change
yourself. Do the preparation, resist the skeptics, do
the work, and stay the course. You can literally
change your world by following this process.
And, if you truly commit to it, you may be able to
change your shop, your industry, or the entire
world. Every great thing ever done began with one

individual who was unreasonably committed to
making it happen. That can be you!

The Will to Win
Top Sales World has a treasure trove of great ideas,
inspiring stories, and clever strategies for winning.
By learning from each different author, by rereading
each article at different times in your life and under
different circumstances, you’ll gain the insights you
need to overcome any obstacle.
Not alone, not on first try, not in the ways you
might suspect, but succeed you will. There’s that
word again: will. The people who attempt things
say, “I’ll try.” The people who achieve things say, “I
will!”
n
Will you?

Jim Cathcart, CSP, CPAE author of
Relationship Selling. Top 1% TEDx speaker.
Find out more here

BECOME SUCCESSFUL
Achieve your goals and
become content with
your accomplishments
Understanding how to
reach success can sound
complicated.
Sandler has discovered
the nine key factors that
can guide those
interested in making a
difference in their
professional or personal
lives that separate those
who succeed from those
who do not.
DOWNLOAD HERE

The Sales Professional's Oath
The world is changing
faster than ever, but
leadership remains the
X-factor of sustained
prosperity.
he best leaders are visionary, competent and
valuesdriven. They place people before profit
and integrity before friendship. They are
always on a mission to serve a cause greater than
themselves and amidst all the fads and noise coming
in 2018, leadership will remain a timeless
touchstone for success.
As technology continues to accelerate at break
neck speed it will both threaten jobs and create
opportunities. Distractions and gimmicks will
abound but here’s what won't change in business –
the importance of leading value and creating high
value relationships.
All commerce is done at the speed of trusted
relationships.
Will 2018 be your breakout year as an
entrepreneur, manager or leader? How will you
leverage technology, networks and social platforms
to accelerate your success and create greater value
for your employer, shareholders and customers?

T
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Things change for the better when we do.
Make this the year you embrace the law of
reciprocity. Whether you subscribe to the principles
of sowing and reaping or believe in karma, or the
reality that we attract what we radiate, or the golden
rule of do unto others; it all boils down to one thing
– YOU need to be a generous person of value and
goodwill.
We must be worthy of the success we seek.
Every leader must sell their ideas along with the
product, service or solution. Personally commit to
The Sales Professional’s Oath; print it and stick it up
on the wall at your desk. Read it every day – make it
part of who you are.

The Sales Professional’s Oath
1. I treasure time and use it wisely, investing it
rather than wasting it. I distinguish between the
urgent and the important. I build quality
relationships of trust, online and in the physical
world. I research and prepare for meetings;
especially with the insightful questions that I plan to
ask.
2. I thoughtfully build my brand and network,
embracing social platforms to be a positive

Tony J. Hughes

contributor. I carefully choose those I follow and I
happily promote others whom I believe in. I share
and collaborate well with others.
3. I am a loyal person of integrity and positive
influence. I am valuesdriven and make a
difference with a sense of purpose in all that I do. I
lead by listening and serving others. I have an
optimistic attitude and gossip has no place in my
life. I do what is in the best interests of my client
and my employer. I will do no harm – no lies, no
halftruths, and no duplicity. I am transparent in my
motives and values as I do what it takes to deliver
for those I serve.
4. I am a lifelong learner and I read a minimum of
one hour every day from leaders online and one
book a month to improve myself personally and
professionally. I pursue meaning and purpose
rather than entertainment and happiness. But I
never take myself too seriously and I have a well
honed positive sense of humor.
5. I am always early, have an agenda and am fully
there for people when I am with them. I actively
listen, take notes and followup in writing. I
document and validate the customer’s critical
events, dates, timing, approval and procurement
before forecasting.

makes a difference in the lives of customers and
staff. I am positive yet conservative and I possess
gravitas in how I operate – energetic yet never in a
rush.
8. I always lead with ‘why?’ and get to the point
by starting at the end. But with context before
detail. I am concise yet connect emotion with logic
and provide credible facts to support any assertion.
I am masterful at telling relevant powerful true
stories and only after the ‘why?’ is established, do I
discuss the who, when, what and how. The last
thing I discuss is my product, service or solution; or
who we are and how we operate.
9. I am personally committed to daily pipeline
building activity and daily opportunity progression.
I take personal ownership of both and accept
complete responsibility for my sales results.
10. I am the best employee my boss has on the
team – positive, reliable, and professional. I make
things happen and deliver results but I also care
about people. I always deliver on every promise,
big or small. I am rocksolid reliable. I keep our
systems uptodate and I provide accurate and
timely data so those above me can make informed
decisions.

6. I open powerfully by not talking about myself.
I positively challenge the status quo and believe in
the value I offer. I am a subjectmatter expert and
problem solver, always diagnosing fully before
prescribing solutions. I know exactly what a well
qualified potential employer or customer looks like
and I seek strong cultural alignment in choosing
those with whom I work.

Could 2018 be the year where personal leadership
and professionalism becomes the hallmark of
execution, internally and with your customers?
Be the change that your world needs. Great
execution is more important than strategy.
How will you execute the plays this year? How
will you eliminate distractions and make a
difference? How will you transform the way you
n
lead?

7. I talk the language of leadership – positive
outcomes and managing risk. I talk the language of
business – delivering financial results and KPIs. I
talk the language of legacy  sustained change that

Tony J. Hughes is the most read LinkedIn
Author globally on the topic of B2B sales
leadership. His new book, COMBO
Prospecting, is available here
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All Those Empty Yeses In Your Pipeline
Getting a Yes from a buyer
is nice, feels good, but can
be deceiving, and lead to
disappointment. Good
sellers borrow from Ronald
Reagan, “Yes, but validate”
understand the concept behind gaining “small” or
“incremental” agreements from prospects
through every meeting and throughout the sales
cycle. However, as with many things in sales it
comes down to execution. The idea is to get the
customer to agree to those things that are relevant
to their objectives, and things that specifically make
a difference, thereby moving the deal forward. Just
getting the prospect to nod yes is not enough, and
will certainly not get you a deal.
One common approach, used by many sellers, is
particularly insidious. I am talking about those
questions that come early on in a sale, before
anything of substance has been shared, but there
are sellers who use it right through the sale. They
usually start with:

I
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“Joan, wouldn’t you agree that…”
This is then followed by a statement, so basic, so
true, that no sane or sober person would disagree
with it, at least not in public, (you know like your
mother always said, “you can think it, but you better
not say it!). While these questions get a yes, there is
little behind the word, except a prospect who just
became a little suspect about the rep selling to them.
Here is a real example, straight from the real
world, only the name was changed to protect the
innocent, in this case the VP of Sales:
“Joan, wouldn’t you agree that if each of your
reps closed one more deal each month, with a higher
deal value, you would drive more revenue, and that
would be good wouldn’t you agree?”
Who is going to say no to that?
It’s like asking
“Joan wouldn’t you agree that milkmen should
stop bludgeoning neighborhood puppies and kittens
with curd lined empty milk bottles?” The only who
would agree with that statement, is a milkman with
aspirations to work at the post office, and since
milkmen no longer exist, it makes the question
meaningless. But just because it is meaningless and

Tibor Shanto

fraught with risk and downside, many still use it as a
centre piece in their discovery calls. While the
prospect may be saying yes, they are thinking
entirely in a different direction.

through a sales call like that is to just say yes! For a
greater understanding of this, grab “Never Split the
Difference: Negotiating as if Your Life Depended
on It”, by Chris Voss.
For me it is a sign of laziness. How hard would it
Let’s Break It Down
be to craft a question that actually engaged the
prospect, got them to think, and no matter whether
First, there is zero correlation between agreeing that
they completely agree or not, their answer leads to
more sales would be good, or paying less per month
more sharing by both parties. When we ask
for office space being good, and a given vendor’s
something that gets the customer to think about
ability to actually do what is
something in a different light, explore
inherently claimed in the statement.
how that may impact their outlook, it
For me it is a
Most sellers ask the question hoping
may not always be an instant yes, but
sign of laziness.
to hear the obvious Yes, most miss
it leads to more engagement.
the fact that there is little real
The goal in interviewing a prospect
How hard would it is not
agreement, the sale is not any closer,
to have them to agree with
be to craft a
in fact could be negatively impacted.
everything you say, but to get
Agreeing to a to a set of facts as being
meaningful forward movement with
question
that
correct, does not make it good or
the opportunity. While there are a
right. Many sellers mistake a
actually engaged number of reasons why there are
prospect’s agreement with the facts
many questionable opportunities in
the
prospect,
got
of the statement with the prospects
the pipeline, like getting the prospect
agreeing
to
the
selfserving
them to think, and to agree to preposterous statements,
conclusion.
but no specific next step, and why so
no matter whether many opportunities ending in no
Trapped
decision; but the number one reason
they completely
is that many sellers confuse an empty
agree
or
not,
their
Being forced to say yes, leaves people
yes, with agreement.
being felt like they are being
A further unanticipated negative, is
answer leads to
manipulated, or deceived, just a
that in many instances, there is a deal
more
sharing
by
general discomfort of being trapped.
to be had, but due to lazy questioning,
You can’t say no because it is just
it takes longer, consumes more
both parties.
illogical, but the yes you give lacks
resources,
costing
other
conviction and becomes a barrier to sharing
opportunities. Multiply this over a number of deals,
information. If you feel that what you say will be
and cost becomes real. Finally, everyone in sales
manipulated to get you do or say something you
knows that the most important Yes, comes at the
otherwise may not, you’ll revert to providing answer,
end, a no there, wipes out all the yeses along the
but not information. Many reps using this dated
way. Work for your Yes, but validate to make sure it
n
technique fail to see that the one thing they really
is real and moves the buyer closer to a decision.
want, the opportunity to build trust and become a
valuable supplier/partner, being nullified and made
Tibor Shanto is Principal at Renbor Sales
more difficult when they use this line of questions.
Solutions Inc. Find out more here.
Sometimes the quickest and easiest way to get

“
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2018 Annual Sales & Leadership Summit

Will You Breakthrough 2018?
Are you looking for a one-stop shop for sales and management
training? You won’t want to miss the 2018 Annual Sales &
Leadership Summit! Join thousands of professionals in the
industry for continued learning and growth.
You will have the opportunity to:
• Participate in sales, management, and advanced
strategies sessions
• Identify best practices for real world application
• Network and collaborate with top sales and management
professionals

March 15th & 16th, 2018

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Learn more and reserve your seat today!
©2017 Sandler Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. S Sandler Training (with design) is a registered service mark of Sandler Systems, Inc.

Sandler Training

Overcome Your Fear of Rejection
“I think that you have to
believe in your destiny, that
you will succeed but that
you will meet a lot of
rejection, and it is not
always a straight path. That there will be
detours. So enjoy the view.” – Michael York
he fear of rejection and the need for total,
unequivocal success at all times comes from
personal insecurity and low selfesteem.
Acceptance of the self, and the ability to set aside
the fear of rejection, is what puts our wellbeing into
our own hands. This acceptance, however, takes
effort. Society may brainwash us into feeling that we
must succeed on the terms of others, that we must
seek full acceptance every time we undertake any
activity at all. If we “fail” (by society’s definition), we
may see ourselves as disgraced. Such an attitude
takes our wellbeing out of our own hands, and leads
to a downward spiral of hurt pride, embarrassment,
attacks of selfhate, and depression.
Rejection happens. It’s a fact of human life. The
fear of rejection, however, is something we add to
our experience.
The fear of rejection is the opposite of self

T

confidence. It is the opposite of true success. Fear of
rejection can become so intense that it becomes a
selffulfilling prophecy, and an ongoing confirmation
of the very cycle of failure it seeks to avoid. Those of
us who recognize this cycle can liberate ourselves by
simply allowing ourselves to take more chances.
Over time, we will come to realize that while our
pride may be temporarily bruised when we are
rejected, our selfworth – our value and potential as
a human being – remains unscathed.
The choice to accept rejection, rather than fear it,
can be liberating beyond belief. When we make this
choice, we are truly free – free to knock on any door,
connect with any person, explore any opportunity,
try new things, ask, explore, and generally be
enterprising in all areas of life. Once we move past
our fear of rejection, and accept rejection as part of
our life’s journey, rather than a verdict on our worth
as a human being, we discover we are finally free to
tap into any and all of our inner resources.
Excerpted from the Sandler Training program NO
GUTS, NO GAIN. Copyright © 2002, 2017, Sandler
n
Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Learn more about overcoming your fear of
rejection from our online course filled with
prospecting best practices. Find out here
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Leading a Sales Team,
Not Just Managing Sales
If your title is Sales
Manager, or something
similar, I’m writing to you. If
you aren’t a sales manager
but want to be, or even if
you just want to be a more effective
salesperson, I am writing to you too. My
goal is to clarify the role of a Sales
Manager.

beat the goals you give them. As a sales rep
specifically, they are good. They know it, and have
likely told you – “I know my stuff and am doing my
job.”
After all, they make their numbers.
Yes, they are salespeople and, yes, you are a sales
manager, but there is more than just contributing to
the revenue goal that you want and need from them,
right?

ost would think of that job as managing
sales, or making sure we do everything to
make our numbers. And while, of course,
we must focus on the sales numbers and the
hundred activities that help make that happen, it still
isn’t your whole job.
If you don’t agree with me, you will before you
finish reading this article.

In my conversations with sales leaders (and listening
to the conversations in my own head), they struggle
with helping people see their full role. I’m betting
you agree – while you want people to hit their sales
goals, you also want them to:

M

Your Rockstar Rep
You’ve got one, or maybe two. They know the
product and the industry, they have great
relationships with their Customers, they meet or
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The Numbers Matter, But …

Collaborate with the rest of the business. How is their
communication with credit, and marketing and
manufacturing? Do they share information, provide
input and insight, and help when their help would be
valuable? If not, are they really a rockstar?
Collaborate with other team members. Do they
collaborate with the rest of the sales team? Do they

Kevin Eikenberry

assist and effectively communicate with the sales
support team? Do they treat others as equals or as
simply necessary to their “more important” work?
Mentor other sales reps. If they great sales reps, I bet
you would like them to mentor others. Do they do
that? Would they do that? Do they see the value in
doing that?
See themselves as more than a lone wolf. Some “great”
salespeople see themselves as a lone wolf, on their
own, doing their own thing. Chances are, those that
see themselves that way aren’t doing the other things
on this list, and it is causing significant organizational
and relational problems in the business. You want
their entrepreneurial spirit, but you need them to see
part of their job as being a part of the team too.
Remember that those two things aren’t mutually
exclusive.

do to shift the story and improve your results.
Provide a Bigger Picture. Help people really see their
role as a part of the larger organizational system.
Remember how your perspective started to change as
you moved into a management role and you started
to see the world differently? Help your sales team to
see that picture now. When they see their job as part
of the larger organizational goal and objectives, and
see the meaning those objectives can provide to
others, you have a better chance to make the next
suggestions work.
Change the Expectations. If the only thing that is
discussed or rewarded is the numbers, you are telling
people what you expect. If you want different levels
of interaction, cooperation and collaboration, if you
want them to mentor others, make sure they see that
is part of the job expectation – and not just in a once a
year performance review conversation.

And When They Work Remotely …
… it can be even worse. Studies continue to show that
when people work remotely (salespeople and others),
they are typically highly productive. They can get a lot
done. And yet, some of the problems described above
can be even likely when people work from their
homes or far from the rest of the organization.
Productive, yes, but people become more insular
and focused on their tasks – making collaboration a bit
less likely, unless processes and leadership overcome
those tendencies. These facts simply exacerbate the
mindset that your sales team might already have.

Leading, Not Just Managing
You may be thinking I’m just describing the way the
world is. And if you continue to think only as a sales
manager, you may be right – if only the numbers
matter, then there is really no reason to continue this
conversation. But if what you have read resonates
with you, or gives you a sharp pain in your stomach or
the start of a headache, here are some things you can

Coach to Those Expectations. When you change their
picture of what their job is, you must help them live up
to those new expectations. This means you must
make these new expectations part of your ongoing
conversations and continue to reinforce the
importance of these expectations.
Facilitate Relationship Building. Setting expectations is
important, but when you facilitate ways for your sales
team (especially if they are remote) to build better
relationships with others, you change the dynamic.
Once there is a relationship, your salespeople are
more likely to want to help, collaborate and
communicate – not because you are telling them it is
their job, but because they want to help and support
n
Joan or Jorge.

Kevin Eikenberry is Chief Potential Officer of
The Kevin Eikenberry Group. To preorder
his new book The Long-Distance Leader:
Rules for Remarkable Remote Leadership
(and get a free gift) visit here
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Effective Presentation Skills
The number one fear of
most adults (even above
death) is speaking in public.
Yet the ability to
communicate to groups of
people is a skill which can make a critical
difference in our careers and in our ability
to share information, ideas, experience,
and enthusiasms with others.
study conducted by AT&T and Stanford
University revealed that the top predictor of
success and upward mobility, professionally,
is how much you enjoy public speaking and how
effective you are at it.
Most of us have experienced more than our
share of boring presentations. After what seems like
hours, we still don't know what message we were
supposed to get.
Maybe the speaker put us to sleep with his
monotone presentation or we couldn't read the
small writing on the slides, which didn't seem to
match up at all with what the speaker was trying to
say.

A
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To avoid being the source of a "sleeper"
presentation, you need to build your presentation
skills. Here are some simple guidelines to
overcoming stage fright and preparing for a
successful presentation.

Developing the Attitude of a Successful
Public Speaker
Remember that stage fright is normal and be open
about it. Remember that you are the expert. Your
primary duty is to understand what your audience
needs to know and prepare the message and
supporting materials in a way that delivers your
message clearly and powerfully. Make a strong,
wholehearted commitment to your audience.
Concentrating on them and their needs will help you
forget about your own selfconsciousness.
l Practice your presentation. Do a pilot test and if

possible, videotape yourself.
l Establish rapport by using names and eye
contact.
l Research your audience. Get acquainted with at
least one person in the audience.
l Relax. Breathe deeply. Visualize yourself

Dr Tony Alessandra

successfully presenting your message to the
audience.
l Use your own style. Don't imitate someone else.

The Main Message

l Why am I giving this presentation?
l What do I want the audience to know or do at

Once you've gotten the audience's attention, you
need to deliver what you promised in the shortest,
most interesting way possible. Hold people's
attention during the main body of your message by
creating a lot of minicycles with beginnings,
middles, and ends instead of having one big cycle
that lasts through the entire presentation. You can
do this by including appropriate humor and stories.
Remember that the purpose of your presentation
is not to present all you know about a subject  it's
to present what your audience needs to know in a
way that meets your personal objectives as well as
theirs.

the end of the presentation?
l How do I want the audience to feel?

Conclusion

Preparing for Success  Planning
A good presentation requires careful planning and
lack of planning is always apparent. Sure clues are
speeches that are too long, too detailed, confusing,
vague, boring or offtrack. Here are three questions
you can ask yourself to clarify the objective of your
presentation:

Focus on the Big Idea
The first step is to find your focus. This is the Big
Idea of your material, the power punch, the one
thing you want your audience to walk away with.
One way to make sure you are clear on your focus is
to develop a basic outline of your presentation.
Begin by listing no more than five independent ideas
that the audience must understand for the
objectives to be accomplished. Then outline your
plan for presenting the necessary detail and
persuasive material needed to allow your audience
to understand those points. This gives you a rough
outline of the content of your message.

Getting Their Attention
Your first step is to get the audience's attention and
convince them to listen to you. Grab them with
something vitally interesting to them. Give them an
interesting story or example that ties into your
focus. Use a strong, meaningful quotation or a
startling statistic. Be succinct, use simple graphic
language Make your audience think they're going to
be informed, entertained or enlightened.

Many speakers have a dynamite opening and a
powerful, interesting message only to drop the ball
at the end. Your conclusion should repeat your main
ideas: don't expect the audience to remember a
point which they have heard only once. You can
signal a windup of the presentation with a phrase
such as: "Let's review the main points we've
covered." Your conclusion should be strong, succinct
and persuasive.
Your ability to speak in front of groups is one of
the most important professional skills you can
develop. To truly develop the skill, however, you
have to practice it in front of a real, live audience.
Force yourself to find opportunities to speak.
Volunteer at your professional organizations, civic
clubs, or church. You might even consider joining
Toastmasters  it offers you a weekly speaking
experience
in
a
supportive,
educational
n
environment. Good Luck!

Dr Tony Alessandra is a HallofFame
Keynote Speaker and Founder of
Assessments24x7.com.
Find out more here
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Top Partner of the Month

Top Sales Post

January’s’s Top Sales Post
2018 Priority: Grow Revenue With Customer Success
by Fred Penteado

W

e analyzed over 1,000 responses by CEOs
and Heads of Sales to SBI’s new Revenue
Growth Diagnostic. When asked which aspect of the
sales strategy was most important to your
company’s success, here were their top four
categories:

Head of Sales
Markets
Prospecting
Accounts
Customer Success

CEO
Accounts
Markets
Prospecting
Customer Success

If you want to see where your sales strategy stacks
up, take a few minutes to leverage the Revenue
Growth Diagnostic interactive tool.

The first three are not surprising, as being in the
right markets, and effectively targeting the right
accounts via prospecting is a wellknown formula for
success. Customer Success stands out as a unique
capability in this grouping. Is Customer Success a
flash in the pan, or is it here to stay?
It’s hard to ignore customer success. It seems
that every software vendor you click on has a
Customer Success page. Like most buzzwords, there
is huge variability into what people say they do and
what they are really doing. Many companies, for
example, simply retitled their Account Managers as
Customer Success Managers (CSMs). Other
companies have taken their customer care resources
and redeployed them as CSMs. Neither of these
Read Full Article Here
delivers on the promise...

Our 2018 Partners
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.
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